
Getting Your Podcast Ready for iTunes 
Thousands of people create podcasts for iTunes.  Not every podcast becomes a top seller.  
There’s a reason for this, and it can be attributed to two factors: 

• Process 

• Content 

The heartbreaking fact is that many people work hard to produce top-notch, unique content… 
but that alone won’t guarantee a top spot – or anywhere close to it. 

You need to be aware of Apple’s process for its iTunes store. Understanding what happens to 
your podcast when you load it is as vital as understanding how to make sure it uploads 
compatibly and smoothly. 

Let’s take a quick look at the process, and then we will look into how to research a top subject 
so that your podcast fills a viable spot in the market.  We’ll also include our best tips in creating 
a podcast with the potential for viral popularity. 

Step 1.  Mastering the iTunes Submission Process 

First, let’s clear up one of the biggest misconceptions about podcasts and iTunes:  Apple will not 
host your podcast – you still need to have a third-party RSS feed and server; and your server is 
where you need to host your podcast.  Your target audience will be able to listen to your podcast 
via several media: Computer, iPod, Apple TV, iPhone or iPad. 

Nor can you sell your podcast in the iTunes store: Podcasts are always free.  (You can, 
however, include mention of advertisers or products.) 

Apple merely allows your podcast to be included in its searchable database, the iTunes 
Directory. 

!  
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The submission process includes vital basics: 

• Understanding the submissions Queue and review process 

• Understanding the differences between the iTunes client, store and app 

• Making sure you’ve tested your feed 

• Understanding how to include viable metadata 

• Knowing how to perform functions such as adding episodes, linking to your podcast and 
changing your feed URL 

Step 2. The Review Process  

Every podcast submitted first has to be reviewed by iTunes staff members to ensure it meets 
technical and content guidelines.  Your best bet in making sure your podcast passes with flying 
colors is to put yourself in your iTunes staff reviewer’s shoes. 

It’s rather like being an old fashioned editor: You look at the “slush 
pile” – a big, fat pile of manuscripts.  The top editor doesn’t touch this:  
A lowly under-editor wades through, immediately discarding all those 
manuscripts obviously written by illiterate people who haven’t taken 
the time to learn on factor about producing a readable manuscript. 

In the iTunes review world, this first elimination group might easily include you, if you haven’t 
bothered to learn the basics. 

Technical errors and omissions will quickly lead to podcast rejection by the review staff.  To 
avoid this, let’s go over technical requirements: 

1. You can submit podcasts that are purely audio or audio with video (vodcasts) – but you 
do have to ensure you are using one of the correct streaming file formats. 

• .mp3 

• .mp4 

• .m4v 

• .m4a 

!  

2. Make sure your cover art is exactly 1400 X 1400 pixels in size (.JPG or .PNG file format 
only) 

3. Post your RSS file, cover art and episodes on a server with: 

• A publicly accessible URL 

• Byte-range support (and make sure this is enabled) 
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Byte-range support allows you to only send a fragment of your media file, rather than 
the whole thing, so that it can be streamed.  “Streaming” means Apple doesn’t upload 
the next bit of your podcast until the present file byte that people are listening to is 
almost finished. 

There are many instructions on the net like this detailed answer for testing to see 
whether or not byte-range streaming is enabled on your server. 

!  

4. Make sure your podcast conforms to exact RSS 2.0 specifications 

5. Include required iTunes RSS tags 

6. Include episode pointers.  You will need to provide an XML episode file 

7. Make sure you have tested your feed before submitting.  (Use Feedvalidator.org, a 
simple, free service.  Just in put your feed URL and go.) 

!  
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8. Include strong, targeted meta-data.  Apple has clear instructions on what it wants these 
tags to include. 

!  

Pay attention to your iTunes RSS tags too. Again, Apple provides complete instructions 
for creating RSS Meta-tags in its Making a Podcast primer. 

!  

Only when you have taken care of all these technical requirements should you submit your RSS 
feed URL to iTunes. 

Tips for Creating a Popular Podcast 

But uploading your podcast isn’t the entire picture either:  You need to make sure it’s one that 
stands out from its competitors. 

Ask yourself:  “What makes me choose one particular podcast over another in the iTunes 
Directory?” 

It’s important to realize that people select podcasts for a variety of reasons.  Some of these, you 
have no control over when it comes to increasing your download chances:  Some, you most 
definitely do. Following the tips in this section will help you understand what it is you need to 
augment, boost, aim for and promote. 

!
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Reasons for choosing a particular podcast over other in its field… 

• You are a fan of the presenter 

• It promises high entertainment value 

• It is unique in its slant, if not in its topic 

• It promises to help you solve a problem 

• It promises to teach you what you need to learn 

These are all valid reasons, but iTunes podcast selection goes beyond this.  It’s important to 
understand the psychological and impulse factors that are also at play in podcast selection: 

• Habit – if you always listen to the “UFOs at 10 o’clock” series every Saturday morning 
while you are doing your ironing, chances are almost non-existent that you will suddenly 
choose something else.  You expect it, you look forward to it, and you choose it.  You 
don’t forget it’s going to be on – it’s part of your routine. 

• Past experience – was a particular series incredibly easy to access?  Did it stream 
smoothly?  Was it thoroughly enjoyable and entertaining?  Did it deliver? 

• Personal Connection -- Did the title grab your emotions in some way and resonate with 
you?  Did the content make it feel as if the presenter was speaking just to you, or telling 
your story?  Did the topic feel tailored to your interests and lifestyle? 

• Attention-grabbing – Did the title “hook” you in some way? (E.g.: Emotionally; arousing 
curiosity; align with a key interest or dilemma you’re having right now; promising to 
indulge your pet passion or hobby; was it simply sensationalist or titillating? Did it hook 
into a current scandal, disaster or “craze”?) 

• Alignment – Is it in sync with your age, beliefs, values, interests and goals? 

For example, if you are in your twenties and not much into music, the man in this iTunes 
Podcast Directory featured photograph may mean absolutely nothing to you. 

!  

If you were young in the revolutionary nineteen-seventies, however, and were heavily into the 
rock bands of the day, you might actually experience whiplash, your attention arrested:  You 
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would instantly “place” Lindsay Buckingham as a guitarist and songwriter with Fleetwood Mac, 
one of the top groups of its day. 

You also need to apply a methodical process or system to deciding on your podcast topics.  This 
consists of paying attention to three elements: 

1. Topic 

2. Categories 

3. Tags 

It doesn’t just depend on your expertise in your field:  When it comes to iTunes podcasts, it boils 
down to one simple question that should be at the core of your research and brainstorming: 

• “What are people searching for in the iTunes Podcast Directory?” 

Your research will help you determine this without any guesswork.  If you know your audience 
inside out, you can zero in on hot categories relevant to your audience’s passions:  If you’re not 
yet quite sure, starting with broad research into popular trends and interests will be essential 
before you can narrow possible hot topics down. 

How to Research and Come up with a Virally “Hot” Podcast 

Investing time in research will help you produce podcasts with the potential to go viral – or at 
least end up in the “New & Noteworthy” front-page category; or in one of the other featured, 
front-page categories… 

1. Get an overview of your TV menu guide, if you really want to know what’s trending.  
You’ll see hot topics and categories reflected in podcast categories and offerings. 

For example, if there is a glut of property renovation and realty shows being served up 
on TV, you’ll find that “Home Improvement” is actually a featured, front-page category in 
the iTunes Directory. 

!  

2. Choose the perfect category.  In addition to the feature category, you should check out 
the categories in right-hand, vertical sidebar.   

There are two places to search: 

• Podcast Quick Links 

• The “All Categories” menu 

You can access a list of the latter by pressing the drop-down arrow. 
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Keep these categories in mind, when brainstorming your podcast: 

!  

3. Include well-optimized tags.  We’ve already spoken about the importance of Meta-tags.  
Search through competitor podcast to see what tags they are using for similar podcasts 
to yours. 

Then invest in some keyword research and questions to find out what your target market 
actually uses as keywords, when searching the iTunes directory. 

See if you can come up with a keyword that: 

a. Your competitors are not using in tags 

b. Your target listeners are using in searches 

One last point:  Always remember that people listen first and foremost to podcasts for 
entertainment – whether or not they’ve chosen a serious, instructional podcast on “The Hidden 
Horrors of Plastic Water Bottles” or one that’s a fun time-waster while they exercise (“Fifty 
Whacky Facts about The Sixties You’ll Wish You Didn’t Know”). 
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Podcasts are a way of passing time for the majority of people who access the iTunes 
directory – while they are traveling to or from a destination, exercising, doing the laundry or 
waiting for little Tina at her hockey practice. 

Keep yours fast-paced, well-organized, clear, fun and easy to listen to.   

Do this, respect the technical upload requirements, and you’ll be light-years closer to making 
them want to come back for more! 

How to Submit your Podcast to the iTunes Store 
Before you submit your podcast to the iTunes Directory, you need to know what their review 
staff is looking for.  Part of successful podcast submission consists of striving to meet these 
criteria as closely as possible.  Your aim is to be featured in “New & Noteworthy” for your 
category or even in “New & Noteworthy” on the iTunes general home page. 

To do this, however, your podcast needs to not only prove it is “breaking new ground” with “new 
or unusual content”, it has to first: 

• Stand out 

• Capture the reviewer’s interest 

So before we get into the mechanics of uploading, let’s quickly make sure we meet these 
criteria.  (Create a checklist, if this is the first time you are uploading, and use it every time you 
upload later podcasts.) 

What this will do, in addition to getting you noticed by review staff and boosting your chances of 
landing a “New & Noteworthy” spot, is make your podcast much more searchable and easily 
found by your ideal listener. 

Step 1.  Make Sure You’re Ready 

Remember that you can’t host your podcast on iTunes.  You have to: 

• Register a domain for your podcast blog, where you will host your podcasts (e.g. 
“TheWilyTracker.com”) 

• Choose web hosting that is up to hosting podcasts, with adequate bandwidth (at least 
1gb.) and byte-range support.   

While hosting your domain on your own site is generally considered best, you might also 
consider a webhost that specializes in podcasts, like Libsyn.  It is a syndicated 
podcasting network, rather than a true webhost – but you can purchase and use your 
own domain name.  And their array of tools, apps and services simplifies the whole 
podcasting process. 
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• Install and set up your blog.  This is where you’ll host your show notes and talk about 
your podcasts. 

• Create an RSS feed.  You can’t do it from iTunes, but there are many feed generators 
and reliable services you can use to create your RSS feed, such as the generator 
provided by Feedity, which has gathered consistently positive reviews. 

!  

Feedity offers a bookmarklet and a widget to display your feeds on your website, RSS 
button and its pricing plans start at $6.00 per month for twenty feeds. 

• Test your feed – you can do this at Feedvalidator.org, but we’ll test it again when we 
actually upload to iTunes. 

Step 2. Optimize and Check Your Content 

Make sure you have maximized each element, targeting each to your audience as closely as 
possible. 

1. Your Podcast Title  

Make it short, catchy and something you would want to download.  Include keywords. 
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2. Your Name and job title 

If you are branding yourself, this is essential.  You want your name to be searchable and 
you can add other tags describing what you do (e.g. Social Media Coach, blogger, 
entrepreneur). 

!  

3. Your Description 

This is where you tell your listeners: 

• What your podcast is all about 

• What it can do for them if they download and listen right now 

You have up to 4,000 characters to do it in – but try to keep it as short as possible.  
Remember, people will be “scanning” – glancing over your description for, literally, key 
words and phrases that might catch their attention. 

Too much prose detracts from your message, so cut out all unnecessary adverbs, 
adjectives and sentences.  Focus only on what your listeners will want to hear.  Don’t 
clutter your description – but do your best to make it lively, personal, active and catchy. 

Remember also that your casual searcher will only see the first five lines of your 
description.  Even though they have the option of pressing the “More” anchor text, that’s 
an extra step you’re making them take.  Do you r best to say what you need your ideal 
listener to read in those first few lines. 

!  
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If you have a special guest, include your guest’s name and keywords. 

Finally… 

• Ask for a review 

• Ask people to download your podcast and subscribe to your feed 

• Remind them they can head over to your blog (include your blog URL) and leave 
feedback after your podcast 

(Note that you need a separate description for every episode.) !
4. Your Podcast Subtitle 

Sometimes you may be asked to input this when you upload to iTunes. It should be the 
same as the short description you put in your ID3 “Comment” field.   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Think of it more as a descriptive tagline, and you’ll be able to write one or two lines that 
more than adequately fulfills this purpose. 

!  

5. Your Cover Photo 

You will need two versions of this in separate files: 

• 1,400 X 1,400 pixels 

• 300 X 300 pixels 

(The 300 X 300 pixel version is for your XML file.)   

Before finalizing your podcast cover design, test-resize it to 150 X 150 pixels, then 
decide: What detail do you lose?  What looks murky or indistinct?  Can you still make out 
what each graphic element actually is?  (Take out any detail that gets “lost” in small 
sizes.  And do remember it will display in the iTunes store at 73 X 73 pixels.) 

!  

!
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In your cover, be sure to include: !
• Your Podcast name 

• Your Logo or repetitive branding graphic 

• Your Name 

6. Optimized Metatags 

When you save your project and export as an .MP3 in your podcasting software, you’ll 
be given the opportunity to edit your ID3 tags and save them as a separate XML file. 

There may be a few differences between programs, but you can pretty much guess 
where to put things.  ID3 fields are always presented as if you are recording music, so 
under “Album” put your podcast title, for example.  “Artist Name” would be your name.  
“Track Number” would be your episode number, and so forth. 

!  

You can customize your input any way you choose:  For example, under “Artist Name”, 
you might put “Billy Bob Bushwhacker, TheWilyTracker.com.  Blogger.  Photographer.” 

But don’t try to fit in everything but the kitchen sink:  Remember that the sole purpose of 
these tags is for… 

• Searchability 

If you create a Featured podcast, you must update it regularly with new episodes 
(preferably within the last month). 

!
!
!

7. Your Show Notes 
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Be sure to upload your Show Notes to your blog!  (Include a graphic to posts, to boost 
their readability and appeal.) 

!  

Step 3. Time to Upload! 

Got all that done?  Good.  Now for the actual uploading process… 

1. Open your downloaded latest version of iTunes.  Go to the iTunes store, if iTunes 
opens up in any other location.  

!  

Sign in (or create an Apple ID, if you have not yet signed up for iTunes). 

2. Test your feed in the iTunes Directory (store): 

• When you first open iTunes, select “Subscribe to Podcast” from the File menu 

• Enter your own RSS feed URL in the textarea box 

• Click “OK” 

!
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3. Submit your podcast. 

• From the iTunes Store, click the “Podcast” tab in the top, horizontal menu 

!  

• Go to the Podcast Quick Links vertical, right-hand menu.  Select “Submit a 
Podcast” from the links contained in this section 

!  

• Follow the instruction wizard 

• You’ll know you have succeeded when you see the Summary page.  If there are 
any missing tags, iTunes will prompt you for them.  

There is no charge for submitting a podcast. 

And that’s it.  

…Well, maybe… not quite.  Apple’s iTunes podcast submission process is notorious for 
suffering unpredictable glitches, and not all of them are due to your computer and its operating 
systems and firewalls.  Apple itself sometimes pops up error messages like this one:   

!  
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Step 4. Troubleshooting 

If this happens, don’t tear your hair out.  Instead, refer to the relevant section in the Making a 
Podcast manual, which goes into detail about specific podcast creation and upload processes. 

!  

Remember also that you will find a host of fixes and workarounds from real people like you who 
have already gone through the process of trying to solve problems at the Apple Support forum 
(currently the only way to get help from Apple – unless you are having a problem with an actual 
product purchase). 

!  

If you’ve taken care to prepare your podcast properly, your chances of a smooth upload 
increase significantly – and you should be promoting your new podcast series in no time. 

How to Promote your iTunes Podcast 
Once you’ve uploaded your podcast episodes correctly to iTunes, it’s not yet time to breathe 
that sigh of relief.  In fact, your real work is just beginning – promotion. 

Promotion is the magic ingredient that ensures some podcasts go viral or are at least wildly 
successful in their niche.  Without it, the chances of people finding your podcast are, frankly, hit-
and-miss. 
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Let’s look at the best (and least time-consuming) ways to promote your Podcast… 

1. Make sure you have optimized your iTunes Directory listing 

Before you rush off to promote, do make sure you have: 

• Tested your feed and episodes 

• Included every optimization strategy possible in your RSS feed title, description 
and cover photo 

Really think about your keywords too – even after you’ve selected them.  Do they have a 
double meaning you might not be seeing, attracting the wrong audience?  Are they weak 
words that detract from your stronger keywords?  Is your title packed with weak words 
such as adverbs and adjectives?  Are these the best keywords – that is, does your target 
listener actually search with these; or is there a better keyword? 

Remember too that your cover photo will be small in the iTunes Directory display, so 
keep it as focused and simple as possible, with no clutter or background “noise”. 

The best idea in ensuring you miss no vital steps:   

• Create a checklist and run through all its steps, every time you upload podcast 
episodes. 

!  

2. Brand your Series 

What’s the first thing that strikes you when you see a Pepsi Cola can in a graphic ad?  
That the ad is all about cola and soft drinks, right? 

And not just any old cola – Pepsi. 

One of the reasons you think of Pepsi or Coke:  These two drinks are much better 
branded than other types of cola drinks. 
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In other words, the instant you see the graphic, you know which company’s product you 
are looking at (as well as which product it is). 

Do that with your Podcasts too.  Create a signature graphic and/or color scheme that 
instantly makes people think of you (or your series or product, if you are branding your 
series or product). 

Include: 

• A short, memorable series name (in the same font and colors, every episode) 

• A logo (such as the flaming earth in the screenshot below) 

• Your website and company colors 

• Your head shot, if you are strongly branding yourself (and use the same photo 
every time) 

• Your name, for recognizability 

The result with the podcast series below?  People only have to see the colors, the name 
and the flaming earth log and fans immediately go from neutral to highly interested in a 
split-second. 

!  

That’s what branding can do – so put it to work for your podcast! 

3. Promote your podcast on social media 

Don’t just promote it the instant it’s released – start a buzz about it yourself.  

Talk about the process of creation; and why you’re excited about it.  Report on progress 
and glitches.  (Aim this at your target followers, of course – use a Facebook or Twitter 
List.) 

Take out Facebook ads.  Promote it on Twitter.  Create a Facebook Page for your 
podcast blog or network. 
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But remember, in all your social media efforts, to make it about your reader – even if you 
are talking about your own podcast-creation triumphs and struggles.  Only report things 
that they can identify with. 

4. Add your iTunes podcast URL to your signature 

Do you belong to forums?  Membership sites?   

And of course you send out emails to your lists. 

If you do any of the above, consider adding your podcast URL to your signature, 
wherever it’s allowed.  

(Note:  You can also add an iTunes button with WiseStamp.) 

!  

5. Create Show Notes 
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You are most likely promoting your episodes on your blog with a separate post per 
episode.  Don’t just stop there, however:  Add Show Notes. 

Your Show Notes should include: 

• The name of your podcast 

• Your targeted keywords 

• Mention of any current trend you tackle in your podcast 

• Some tidbit of information to stir them to insatiable curiosity 

Remember, you have the time it takes them to glance over your little blurb to hook them 
into deciding they have to download your podcast.  If you were reading your Show 
Notes, what would hook you?  What would make it impossible for you to resist the 
podcast, no matter how busy you were? 

Buzz Out Loud demonstrates a quick and easy way to add Show Notes to your .MP3 
podcast file in this article. 

!  

You should also publish your Show Notes directly on your blog:  iTunes will actually scan 
your blog feed looking for tagged .MP3 files. 

!
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6. JV with other podcasters 

One of the best ways to publicize your podcast series – especially if you’re new – is to 
land guest spots on other podcasts and invite guest speakers to your podcast. 

!  

Learn what it takes to be a great guest.  Make your host look great to her audience.  
Keep the pace fast, lively and focused.  (And be sure to ask for an on-air plug for your 
podcast, if you agree to be a guest.) 

It works best if you interview experts in your niche who are close but not direct 
competitors.  (For example, a Business Coach might interview a Time Management 
Coach or a Lifestyle Coach.)   

Your whole aim, when offering to guest or choosing guest speakers, should be to enrich 
the value of your target audience’s niche experience. 

Besides, interviewing experts is another way of saying:  “Hey, I’m the one who knows 
who to call in.”  You psychologically brand yourself as a peer of the very experts you are 
interviewing.   

It’s a win-win situation all round, if you pick your guest spots (and your guests) with your 
target audience in mind. 

7. Build Relationships and Connections at Google Plus Communities 

Google Plus Communities provides a little-known place where you can become known 
as a podcaster, all while making new networking connections and building strong 
relationships – and picking up valuable tips. 

The particular Community is moderated by Daniel Lewis:  It’s called Podcasting 
Technology Resources. 

!
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You can ask questions, answer questions – and talk about your podcast (as long as you 
keep it relevant to the Community’s mission and goal). 

!  

And it may be a little-known Community to the average internet marketer and her client – 
but it currently boasts 806 podcast-loving members; many of whom might make 
excellent guest speakers… or subscribers. 

(Check out other podcasting communities in other social networks, such as the LinkedIn 
version of the Podcasting Technology Resource Group.) 

8. Integrate your promotion across all platforms 

Make sure each and every platform is thoroughly optimized, with links, buttons, badges 
and icons to help cross-share with each other.  That goes for social networks, blogs, 
contests and forums alike. 

Include sign up forms, subscription buttons and RSS feed widgets too on your sites. 

!  
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Always be on the look-out for ways to promote – and cross share that promotion. 

9. Educate your listeners and subscribers 

Not everyone knows how easy it is to listen to an iTunes podcast.   

Not everyone knows they are free. 

Provide easy instructions and links for downloading iTunes.  Let your listeners know the 
length of your podcasts too.  Many of the most popular podcasts range between 10 to 15 
minutes in length:  People will often pause to listen to a 12-minute podcast; whereas 
they might regretfully pass up on one they’d really like to listen to – because it’s over 30 
minutes in length. 

!  

Tell your audience about apps that may help their podcast experience too.  Tell them 
where to find links they need.  Let them know about anything and everything that: 

• Makes their podcast experience ridiculously easy 

• Makes them want to learn more – from you 

10.Submit your Podcasts to other Directories 

Don’t just rely 100% on the iTunes store to help people find your podcast:  Submit your 
feed URL to other podcast directories too.  That way, you won’t miss any segment of 
your market that has a hate on for Apple, or who can’t access iTunes due to technical 
incompatibilities. 

!
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You can find a good list to begin with at the Podcasting Tools blog. 

!  

11.Submit Press Releases about your Podcast 

Some people will tell you that press releases are “dead”.  Nonsense.  The only dead 
press release is one that isn’t well-written and correctly formatted. 

Look at podcast press releases in PRWeb to see how it’s done – and notice you are 
allowed to upload and use your iTunes miniature cover graphic. 

!  

There are many press release directories around, but don’t waste your time on too 
many:  Instead, focus on ones like PRWeb that are heavy on reputation; or else find 
ones that specialize in your niche topic.  (Just search using the keywords “directory” and 
“[topic or niche name]” in Google.) 
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12.Create a provider page 

Let’s finish off with one more quick tip from iTunes’ Making a Podcast manual about 
creating a provider page, once you have a stable of podcasts up and running smoothly… 

!  

These twelve ideas are by no means the only steps to successful podcast promotion – 
but they are twelve of the most effective. 

Don’t stop there:  Find other promotion methods for your particular niche or industry – 
and get the word out about your podcast! 

Top 10 Mistakes to Avoid when Podcasting on iTunes 
When creating podcasts for the iTunes Directory, your success potential is as much about 
avoiding mistakes as it is about creating great content. 

Being aware of these top ten mistakes will help greatly reduce your chances of having your 
podcast rejected. 

1. Requiring your audience to login or provide a password to access your 
feed or episodes. 

iTunes supports Basic and Digest authorization only.  Basic Authentication utilizes 
unencrypted base64 encoding, whereas Digest authorization encrypts podcast identity 
elements such as the requested URL, username and password in hash format. 

The FAQ sheet provided by Microsoft for its Forefront Threat Management Gateway 
explains typical Digest and Basic authentication in more detail. 

!  

Bottom line for laymen:  The iTunes Directory will not list password-protected podcasts. 
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2. Placing explicit or adult-themed content (pictures or text) into your Title, 
Description or Cover art for your podcast. 

!  

!
You can have explicit language in the podcast itself, but you need to set the <explicit> 
tag to “Yes”:  However, Apple will not tolerate “offensive material”, such as “hate speech” 
or child pornography. 

[Apparently] permitted words you can use in Titles – going by podcast titles served up in 
the iTunes directory – include: 

• Erotic 

• Nude 

• Sex 

• Sexy 

But in spite of this, remember that Apple also cites as a reason for rejection: “strong 
prevalence of sexual content”.  Context and intent have much to do with approval. (A 
podcast to help you with your relationship has more chance of passing approval if it 
contains words like “sex” than something like “Wild Women and their Sexy Pranks”.) 

3. Not delivering on your cover and title promises.   

!  
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It’s okay to make the most of hot trends, like adding the words “for women” to your title: 
However, do make sure that the content of your podcast delivers on that promise.  The 
words “for women” mean exactly that; and if your content is generic and gender-less, 
and there is no tip that uniquely applies to women, your audience will feel (at the least) 
vaguely disappointed and (at worst) ripped off. 

Make sure also that the graphic you use on your cover creates accurate associations in 
peoples’ minds with your podcast content, so that when they begin to listen, they never 
utter the dreaded words: “This isn’t what I thought it was, at all!”  (Hint:  Test your cover 
graphic out on subscribers, fans or forum members first). 

Finally, make sure that your title says exactly what it means, is descriptive and can’t be 
easily misconstrued.  (Particularly watch out for unintended double meanings.) 

Again, don’t make assumptions that everyone will associate your Title with its topic or 
content:   

• Test out your title on select subscribers, fans or forum members first. 

!
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4. Failing to test your feed prior to upload. 

Don’t just test it yourself using Feedvalidator.org; have your trusted test team check it 
out for you. 

!
And do make sure you real Feedvalidator’s article and specs for their new RSS [profile 
support on building a Best Practices Profile. 

!

!  

In addition to Feedvalidator.org, use “Subscribe to Podcast” to test it via the File menu, 
just before you are ready to submit it. 

5. Including copyrighted material in your content or cover graphic 

If you are going to quote copyrighted material in your podcast as more than a short 
example or review, be sure to contact the author and get permission in writing to use this 
content. 

Quoting snippets of works for review or example usually comes under “Fair Use” within 
U.S. copyright law – but make sure you are familiar with what “fair use” actually means, 
in legal terms. 

(Pay particular attention to point #4: “The effect of the use upon the potential market 
for, or value of, the copyrighted work”.  If your podcast use is even perceived to 
diminish the value of the work, or eliminate a potential market, you may find yourself 
sued.   

Be aware also that certain companies and authors more than others make it a principle 
and habit to sue anyone who even hints at infringing their copyright in a similar manner.) 
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!  

As for cover graphics, don’t make assumptions there either:  Just because a piece of 
artwork is in a Public Domain clipart collection, there’s no guarantee it is truly Public 
Domain.  It is your responsibility to do your due diligence and make sure the work is truly 
public domain. About.com has a section that allows you to investigate the correct (and 
incorrect) use of clip art further in their article, “Copyright_Information_and_Issues”.  

Two common misconceptions: 

• “You can recreate images from books and current artwork you personally 
own” 

The artist always retains copyright – even if you commissioned a piece – unless 
that artist signed a “work for hire” contract with you, specifically relinquishing al 
rights. 

You have the right to display the actual book or piece of artwork you own in a 
physical location:  You do not have the right to reproduce any images.  (Key word 
here is “reproduction”. 

• “Old books and government photography collections are always public 
domain” 

Not necessarily.  It is still your responsibility to check the licensing permissions 
for any .EDU or .GOV clipart – and you’ll find many of them have specific 
restrictions or conditions. 

As for “old books” and movie posters, it is generally safest to limit your clip art 
lifting to the 1950s and earlier:  Many restrictions can apply to works from the 
1960s upward that should be in the public domain, but due to actions of 
interested parties or specific geographical restrictions – are not. 

(Always check copyright restrictions in the artist or writer’s country of origin, as 
well as your own.) 

6. Using/Misusing Apple trademarks 
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!  

!
By this, they mean “don’t include any trademarked Apple brand names trademarked 
Apple names in your cover, title or description”; specifically, including the words (or a 
graphic representation of the words): 

!
• iPod 

• iPad 

• iPhone 

• iTunes 

So “10 Podcasting Mistakes” would be an acceptable title:  “10 iTunes Podcasting 
Mistakes” could get your podcast rejected. 

And if you were to submit “The Official iTunes Guide to the 10 Top Podcasting Mistakes”, 
it definitely would be rejected! 

7. Not realizing you can submit both text-based and video podcasts to the 
iTunes directory 

!  

When you hear the word “podcast”, most people instantly think “audio file” or “listening”.  
But iTunes allows you to upload podcasts with video (sometimes called “vodcasts”) as 
well as text-based podcasts in .PDF format. 

Don’t neglect these alternative media formats:  Currently audio podcasts outweight 
vodcasts and text-based podcasts by miles – and that could be good news for you.   
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It means your competition is greatly reduced. 

Of course, you always have to observe all the other rules of creating unique content and 
making sure you upload it with all technical requirements in place.  But the most 
important factor you should consider, when wondering whether or not to produce your 
podcast with video or in a text-based format, is two-fold: 

• “What would my audience prefer?  What is their learning style?” 

• “Is this the best media for delivering this particular content?” 

There are a number of tutorials you can search for and easily access on the net such as 
this one showing you how to create iTune-compatible vodcasts (and lots of YouTube 
video tutorials too). 

!
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8. Not making the most of podcasting promotional and marketing 
opportunities 

!  !
Among the most common mistakes in this area, it’s always disappointing to see experts 
intent on branding themselves failing to invest their time in making regular, weekly 
podcasts.  It’s such an easy way to reach an audience – and new members of your 
target audience. And producing one regularly not only becomes a habit for you, but a 
habit for your listeners too. 

Not creating a stable of guest experts – potential JV partners, all – is another often-
missed tactic; as is not putting enough thought and effort in your podcast cover photo. 

Another missed opportunity:  Not at least considering putting your eBook in Podcast 
format, which you can easily do with Podiobooks. 

Above all, realize the flexibility that podcasting allows.  Be a groundbreaker in your niche 
and industry:  Make sure that podcasting really works for you – in unique new ways that 
enhance your reputation. 

9. Uploading podcasts with no episodes 

It doesn’t matter whether the lack of episodes is real or apparent:  iTunes is usually quick 
to remove podcasts without episodes. 

!  

Sometimes the apparent lack of episodes can be caused by technical problems, feed 
problems or by incorrect XML data but whatever the cause – make sure you test, test, 
test your uploads. 

(And never, ever deliberately upload a podcast whose subsequent episodes have not yet 
been created.) 

!
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10.Not realizing that you can make the most of mistakes! 

One final thought to leave you with:  “mistakes” is a search term everyone uses; in 
Google, on forums – and in the Apple iTunes podcast directory. 

!  

Consider creating a podcast with “mistakes” as a Title and description keyword: 

• Worst Mistakes 

• Common Mistakes 

• [Number of] Mistakes (e.g. “Ten Mistakes”) 

• How to Avoid [topic] Mistakes  (e.g. “How to Avoid Kitchen Mistakes”) 

• Making Mistakes 

• Beginner Mistakes 

• Mistakes… to Avoid 

Search podcasts containing the keyword “mistakes” on the iTunes Directory to give 
yourself more ideas, to see what type of mistakes keywords are most popular – and 
which are overused. 

But your biggest iTunes podcast of all?  Not making one in the first place! 
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